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a b s t r a c t
We present a sixth-order explicit compact finite difference scheme to solve the three-
dimensional (3D) convection–diffusion equation. We first use a multiscale multigrid
method to solve the linear systems arising from a 19-point fourth-order discretization
scheme to compute the fourth-order solutions on both a coarse grid and a fine grid. Then
an operator-based interpolation scheme combinedwith an extrapolation technique is used
to approximate the sixth-order accurate solution on the fine grid. Since the multigrid
method using a standard point relaxation smoother may fail to achieve the optimal
grid-independent convergence rate for solving convection–diffusion equations with a
high Reynolds number, we implement the plane relaxation smoother in the multigrid
solver to achieve better grid independency. Supporting numerical results are presented
to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the sixth-order compact (SOC) scheme,
compared with the previously published fourth-order compact (FOC) scheme.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the three-dimensional (3D) convection–diffusion equation as
uxx + uyy + uzz + p(x, y, z)ux + q(x, y, z)uy + r(x, y, z)uz = f (x, y, z), (1)
for a specified forcing function f in a continuous domain Ω of a three-dimensional (3D) space with suitable boundary
conditions prescribed on ∂Ω . HereΩ is assumed to be comprised of a union of rectangular solids. Functions p, q, r , f , and u
are assumed to be continuously differentiable and have the required partial derivatives onΩ .
Eq. (1) is widely used to model transport processes, including heat transfer and fluid flows [1,2]. It describes the
convection and diffusion of various physical quantities, e.g., momentum, heat, material concentrations, etc. The functions p,
q, and r in Eq. (1) are convection coefficients,whosemagnitude is usually referred to as the Reynolds number in the literature.
When the Reynolds number is bigger than one (large convection coefficients), Eq. (1) is considered as being convection
dominated, and is difficult to solve numerically [3,4].
Compared with lower-dimensional problems, the numerical simulation of 3D problems tends to be computationally
intensive because it requires much more memory space and CPU time to obtain solutions with the desired accuracy. So
direct solutionmethods based on Gaussian elimination are not widely used because they scale poorly with the problem size
when the memory space and computational cost become an issue [5]. Thus iterative solution methods are considered as
the best choice in such situations. For convection-dominated problems, traditional iterative methods may fail to converge
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Fig. 1. Labeling of the 3D grid points in a unit cube.
for solving the linear systems arising from the second-order central difference scheme (CDS) and the CDS may produce
nonphysical oscillations for large Reynolds number. The upwind difference scheme is usually stable but it will reduce the
order of accuracy to the first order.
One approach to reducing computational cost, keeping good numerical stability and yielding high-accuracy
approximations is to utilize higher-order discretization schemes. Although the higher-order discretization schemes need
more complex procedures to compute the coefficient matrix, they use relatively coarser mesh griddings to achieve
approximate solutions of comparable accuracy, compared to the lower-order discretization schemes using finer-mesh
griddings. The higher-order schemes are reported to be efficient [6–8] and some of themmay have an additional advantage
of suppressing nonphysical numerical oscillations [9]. For the 3D convection–diffusion equation and the Poisson equation,
there have been several reported papers on using higher-order discretization schemes [10–13].
However, sixth-order compact approximation for the 3D convection–diffusion equation is still an open question.
Compared with implicit compact schemes, the high-order explicit compact schemes are more complicated to develop in
higher dimensions. As far as we know, there is no existing explicit compact scheme on a single-scale grid that is higher
than fourth order for the 3D convection–diffusion equation. One possible approach is to use multiscale grid computation
combined with an extrapolation technique. For the two-dimensional (2D) case, we have developed a sixth-order accuracy
compact scheme to solve the Poisson equation and the convection–diffusion equation [14,15]. It was found that the sixth-
order scheme is computationally more efficient than the fourth-order scheme. To obtain a computed solution of given
accuracy, the sixth-order scheme uses less memory and computational cost than the fourth-order scheme does. Since there
has been no such sixth-order compact scheme for the 3D convection–diffusion equation, the aim of this paper is to fill this
gap.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the standard explicit fourth-order compact finite difference
scheme and our operator-based interpolation scheme to approximate the sixth-order fine-grid solution. Section 3 contains
the solution strategies for the resulting linear systems, including the multiscale multigrid method, plane relaxation
smoother, and the residual scaling technique. Supporting numerical results are provided in Section 4. Concluding remarks
are given in Section 5.
2. Finite difference scheme
Our sixth-order compact (SOC) finite difference scheme is based on the fourth-order compact (FOC) discretization
scheme. We first use a multiscale multigrid method to compute the converged fourth-order solutions on both a fine grid
and a coarse grid. Then an operator-based interpolation scheme combined with the Richardson extrapolation technique is
used to approximate the sixth-order fine-grid solution. In this paper, we use the FOC scheme from Zhang’s paper [13].
2.1. Fourth-order discretization
We assume that the discretization is done on an uniform grid with mesh size h. We use u0 to denote the approximate
value of u(x, y, z) at an internal mesh point (i, j, k). The approximate values of its immediate 18 neighboring points are
denoted by ul, l = 1, 2, . . . , 18, as in Fig. 1. The eight corner points, which are the white colored points in Fig. 1, are not used
in the finite difference scheme. The discrete values of pl, ql, rl and fl for l = 0, 1, . . . , 6, are defined similarly.
Zhang’s explicit fourth-order compact scheme for Eq. (1) is derived from the general implicit formula in [10], which yields
a 19-point formula as
18∑
l=0
αlul = F0, (2)
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where the coefficients αl and the right-hand side F0 are given by
α0 = −[24+ h2(p20 + q20 + r20 )+ h(p1 − p3 + q2 − q4 + r5 − r6)],
α1 = 2− h4 (2p0 − 3p1 − p2 + p3 − p4 − p5 − p6)+
h2
8
[4p20 + p0(p1 − p3)+ q0(p2 − p4)+ r0(p5 − p6)],
α2 = 2− h4 (2q0 − q1 − 3q2 − q3 + q4 − q5 − q6)+
h2
8
[4q20 + p0(q1 − q3)+ q0(q2 − q4)+ r0(q5 − q6)],
α3 = 2+ h4 (2p0 + p1 − p2 − 3p3 − p4 − p5 − p6)+
h2
8
[4p20 − p0(p1 − p3)− q0(p2 − p4)− r0(p5 − p6)],
α4 = 2+ h4 (2q0 − q1 + q2 − q3 − 3q4 − q5 − q6)+
h2
8
[4q20 − p0(q1 − q3)− q0(q2 − q4)− r0(q5 − q6)],
α5 = 2− h4 (2r0 − r1 − r2 − r3 − r4 − 3r5 + r6)+
h2
8
[4r20 + p0(r1 − r3)+ q0(r2 − r4)+ r0(r5 − r6)],
α6 = 2+ h4 (2r0 − r1 − r2 − r3 − r4 + r5 − 3r6)+
h2
8
[4r20 − p0(r1 − r3)− q0(r2 − r4)− r0(r5 − r6)],
α7 = 1+ h2 (p0 + q0)+
h
8




α8 = 1− h2 (p0 − q0)−
h
8




α9 = 1− h2 (p0 + q0)+
h
8




α10 = 1+ h2 (p0 − q0)−
h
8




α11 = 1+ h2 (p0 + r0)+
h
8




α12 = 1+ h2 (q0 + r0)+
h
8




α13 = 1− h2 (p0 − r0)−
h
8




α14 = 1− h2 (q0 − r0)−
h
8




α15 = 1+ h2 (p0 − r0)−
h
8




α16 = 1+ h2 (q0 − r0)−
h
8




α17 = 1− h2 (p0 + r0)+
h
8




α18 = 1− h2 (q0 + r0)+
h
8







(6f0 + f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 + f5 + f6)+ h
3
4
[p0(f1 − f3)+ q0(f2 − f4)+ r0(f5 − f6)].
If we set the convection coefficients p = q = r ≡ 0, Eq. (1) will be reduced to a 3D Poisson equation. The 19-point formula
for the 3D Poisson equation can be reduced from Zhang’s fourth-order scheme. It has been developed by several authors
such as Kwon et al. [16], Spotz and Carey [12].
We call the FOC scheme ‘‘compact’’ because it only involves the 18 neighboring grid points nearest to the reference grid
point in a unit cube. Eq. (2) can be used for every grid point in a rectangular domain with Dirichlet boundary conditions; no
special formulas are needed for approximations at grid points near the boundaries.
By using Eq. (2), for every discrete grid point, we obtain a system of linear equations
Au = b. (3)
Generally, the coefficient matrix A is very large and sparse. It is nonsymmetric and nonpositive definite if the convection
coefficients are nonzero. When the convection–diffusion equation is convection dominated, the matrix A loses its diagonal
dominance. Even without this diagonal dominance, our previous work showed that there is no stability difficulty with the
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Fig. 2. Group information of 3D grid points in a unit cube.
FOC scheme for both 2D and 3D convection–diffusion equations, and the multigrid method converges by using efficient
smoothers and residual scaling techniques [7,15,17].
2.2. Operator-based interpolation and extrapolation
For the 2D Poisson equation and convection–diffusion equation, we proposed an operator-based interpolation scheme
combinedwith an extrapolation technique to approximate the sixth-order accurate fine-grid solution [14,15]. The numerical
results show that our interpolation scheme is very efficient and accurate for these 2D problems.
The interpolation scheme for 2D problems is an iterative procedure combined with the Richardson extrapolation
technique, which updates the solutions of grid points by groups in each iteration. For the 3D convection–diffusion equation,
the basic idea of the interpolation scheme is almost the same as for the 2D problems, but it needsmore complicated grouping
strategy. As shown in Fig. 2,we divide the fine-grid points into eight different groups by their odd or even indexing in the x-, y-
and z-coordinate directions. Group a contains the (even, even, even) grid points on theΩh grid, which are the corresponding
grid points on theΩ2h coarse grid.
By solving the system of linear equations arising from the FOC scheme, we can get the fourth-order solutions uhi,j,k and
u2hi,j,k onΩh andΩ2h, respectively. For the sixth-order accurate solutions, it is easy to approximate the solution for the coarse
gridΩ2h by using a Richardson extrapolation like [18,19]:
u˜2hi,j,k =
2muh2i,2j,2k − u2hi,j,k
2m − 1 . (4)
Here,m is the order of the computed solution accuracy from the FOC scheme. From [15], we know that themagnitude of the
convection coefficients will affect the value ofm. Generally, when the convection–diffusion equation is diffusion dominated
(small convection coefficients), we assume thatm = 4. If the convection–diffusion equation is convection dominated (large
convection coefficients), we need to compute the exact order of the solution accuracy from the FOC scheme to use the
Richardson extrapolation.
For the sixth-order fine-grid solution, we first directly interpolate the sixth-order coarse-grid solution u˜2hi,j,k to the
corresponding grid points in group a. Then we use an iterative mesh refinement interpolation technique to approximate
sixth-order solutions for the fine-grid points in other groups. The detail of one iteration (from step n to step n+1) is outlined
in Algorithm 2.2.
Algorithm 2.2. Sixth-order operator-based interpolation scheme for the 3D convection–diffusion equation.
1: Let uhold = u˜h,n.
2: If n = 0, goto Step 3, else goto Step 4.
3: Update every grid point in group a onΩh.
From u2hi,j,k ∈ Ω42h and uh2i,2j,2k ∈ Ω4h , we first compute u˜2h,n+1i,j,k ∈ Ω62h by Eq. (4). Then we use direct interpolation to obtain
u˜h,n+12i,2j,2k ∈ Ω6h .
4: Update every grid point in groups c , d, and e onΩh.
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For every (odd, odd, even) grid point (xi, yj, zk) in group c , the updated solution is approximated from Eq. (2) as
u˜h,n+1i,j,k = [Fi,j,k − Ai,j,k(1)u˜h,ni+1,j,k − Ai,j,k(2)u˜h,ni,j,k+1 − Ai,j,k(3)u˜h,ni−1,j,k
− Ai,j,k(4)u˜h,ni,j,k−1 − Ai,j,k(5)u˜h,ni,j−1,k − Ai,j,k(6)u˜h,ni,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(7)u˜h,ni+1,j,k+1
− Ai,j,k(8)u˜h,ni−1,j,k+1 − Ai,j,k(9)u˜h,ni−1,j,k−1 − Ai,j,k(10)u˜h,ni+1,j,k−1
− Ai,j,k(11)u˜h,n+1i+1,j−1,k − Ai,j,k(12)u˜h,ni,j−1,k+1 − Ai,j,k(13)u˜h,n+1i−1,j−1,k
− Ai,j,k(14)u˜h,ni,j−1,k−1 − Ai,j,k(15)u˜h,n+1i+1,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(16)u˜h,ni,j+1,k+1
− Ai,j,k(17)u˜h,n+1i−1,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(18)u˜h,ni,j+1,k−1]/Ai,j,k(0).
Here, Fi,j,k represents the right-hand side part of Eq. (2). The sixth-order solutions for grid points in groups d and e are
approximated similarly to those in group c . Each grid point in these three groups has four neighboring fine-grid points
in group a.
5: Update every grid point in groups f , g , and h onΩh.
For every (odd, even, even) grid point (xi, yj, zk) in group f , the updated solution is computed as
u˜h,n+1i,j,k = [Fi,j,k − Ai,j,k(1)u˜h,n+1i+1,j,k − Ai,j,k(2)u˜h,n+1i,j,k+1 − Ai,j,k(3)u˜h,n+1i−1,j,k
− Ai,j,k(4)u˜h,n+1i,j,k−1 − Ai,j,k(5)u˜h,n+1i,j−1,k − Ai,j,k(6)u˜h,n+1i,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(7)u˜h,ni+1,j,k+1
− Ai,j,k(8)u˜h,ni−1,j,k+1 − Ai,j,k(9)u˜h,ni−1,j,k−1 − Ai,j,k(10)u˜h,ni+1,j,k−1
− Ai,j,k(11)u˜h,ni+1,j−1,k − Ai,j,k(12)u˜h,ni,j−1,k+1 − Ai,j,k(13)u˜h,ni−1,j−1,k
− Ai,j,k(14)u˜h,ni,j−1,k−1 − Ai,j,k(15)u˜h,ni+1,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(16)u˜h,ni,j+1,k+1
− Ai,j,k(17)u˜h,ni−1,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(18)u˜h,ni,j+1,k−1]/Ai,j,k(0).
The sixth-order solutions for grid points in groups g and h are approximated similarly to those in group f . Each grid point
in these three groups has two neighboring fine-grid points in group a.
6: Update every grid point in group b onΩh.
For every (odd, odd, odd) grid point (xi, yj, zk) in group b, the updated solution is computed as
u˜h,n+1i,j,k = [Fi,j,k − Ai,j,k(1)u˜h,n+1i+1,j,k − Ai,j,k(2)u˜h,n+1i,j,k+1 − Ai,j,k(3)u˜h,n+1i−1,j,k
− Ai,j,k(4)u˜h,n+1i,j,k−1 − Ai,j,k(5)u˜h,n+1i,j−1,k − Ai,j,k(6)u˜h,n+1i,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(7)u˜h,n+1i+1,j,k+1
− Ai,j,k(8)u˜h,n+1i−1,j,k+1 − Ai,j,k(9)u˜h,n+1i−1,j,k−1 − Ai,j,k(10)u˜h,n+1i+1,j,k−1
− Ai,j,k(11)u˜h,n+1i+1,j−1,k − Ai,j,k(12)u˜h,n+1i,j−1,k+1 − Ai,j,k(13)u˜h,n+1i−1,j−1,k
− Ai,j,k(14)u˜h,n+1i,j−1,k−1 − Ai,j,k(15)u˜h,n+1i+1,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(16)u˜h,n+1i,j+1,k+1
− Ai,j,k(17)u˜h,n+1i−1,j+1,k − Ai,j,k(18)u˜h,n+1i,j+1,k−1]/Ai,j,k(0).
Each grid point in group b has no neighboring fine-grid points in group a.
7: Compute the 2-norm R = ‖u˜h,n+1 − uhold‖2. If R is bigger than a certain tolerance (10−10 in this paper), go back to Step 1.
In Algorithm2.2, Ai,j,k(l), l = 0, 1, . . . , 18, are the pre-computed coefficients for grid point (xi, yj, zk).Ω4h andΩ42h denote
the fourth-order accurate solution space from the FOC schemes, and Ω6h and Ω
6
2h are the improved sixth-order accurate
solution space. u˜h,n is the approximate solution for the fine grid after the n iterations. We update the fine-grid points group
by group based on the number of their neighboring grid points with the sixth-order solution (group a) from Step 2. Grid
points in groups c , d and e have more qualified neighbors than those in other groups, so we update these three groups first.
The iteration will continue until the 2-norm R of the correction vector is reduced to below a certain tolerance.
3. Solution strategies
For solving the system of linear equations arising from the FOC scheme, it is well known that classical iterative methods
like the Jacobi, Gauss–Seidel and SOR converge slowly for large linear systems. For the 2D convection–diffusion equation,
we proposed amultiscale multigrid methodwhich has been shown to be very efficient and stable [15]. This method can also
be used to solve the 3D convection–diffusion equation.
3.1. Multiscale multigrid method
The multigrid method is among the fastest and most efficient iterative methods for solving linear system arising from
the discretized partial differential equations (PDEs). The multigrid method iterates on a hierarchy of successively coarser
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Fig. 3. Representation of the multiscale multigrid method for the 3D convection–diffusion equation.
grids until convergence is reached. For model problems, such as the idealized elliptic problems, the convergence rate of the
multigridmethod is independent of the grid size [20–22]. Variousmultigrid implementation strategieswith the FOC scheme
to solve the 2D and 3D convection–diffusion equations are discussed in [7,23,17].
Our multiscale multigrid method is based on the standard multigrid V-Cycle [24]. The V-Cycle is the computational
process that goes from the fine grid down to the coarsest grid and then comes back from the coarsest grid up to the fine
grid. From Fig. 3, we can see that themultiscale multigrid method is similar to the full multigrid method, but we do not start
from the coarsest grid level. We describe it in Algorithm 3.1 below.
Algorithm 3.1. Multiscale multigrid method.
1: Run the multigrid V-Cycle on the 4h grid for one or two cycles to get an approximate solution u4h.
2: Use a high-order interpolation scheme to interpolate u4h to the 2h grid as the initial guess.
3: Run the multigrid V-Cycle on the 2h grid until it converges to get the fourth-order solution u2h.
4: Use a high-order interpolation scheme to interpolate u2h to the h grid as the initial guess.
5: Run the multigrid V-Cycle on the h grid until it converges to get the fourth-order solution uh.
3.2. Relaxation strategies in the multigrid method
The standard multigrid method with point Gauss–Seidel relaxation is known to be highly efficient in solving systems
of elliptic partial differential equations, but it fails to achieve an optimal grid-independent convergence rate for some
convection–diffusion equations like convection-dominated problems with high Reynolds number and the Poisson equation
that has anisotropic discrete operators [7,25,26,17]. There are at least two strategies to treat linear systems arising from
these equations. The first strategy is to use semicoarsening; i.e., mesh coarsening is only performed along the dominated
direction. The second strategy is to use alternating (x–y) line Gauss–Seidel relaxation in themultiscale multigrid method for
solving these 2D problems [14,15] and use an alternating plane relaxation smoother for these 3D problems. In this paper,
we prefer to use this second strategy.
The alternating (x–y–z) plane Gauss–Seidel relaxation in lexicographic order performs one sweep of the (y, z)-
plane Gauss–Seidel relaxation along the x-coordinate direction first, followed by one sweep of the (x, z)-plane
Gauss–Seidel relaxation and (x, y)-plane Gauss–Seidel relaxation along the y-coordinate direction and z-coordinate
direction, respectively. For each direction, we divide the 3D problem into N 2D subproblems as in Fig. 4, where N is the
number of intervals along that direction. Let us first consider the (x, z)-plane 2D subproblem. Its nine-point computational
stencil can be generated from Eq. (2) as
A0u˜0 + A1u˜1 + A2u˜2 + A3u˜3 + A4u˜4 + A5u˜5 + A6u˜6 + A7u˜7 + A8u˜8
= F0 − α5u5 − α6u6 − α11u11 − α12u12 − α13u13 − α14u14 − α15u15 − α16u16 − α17u17 − α18u18, (5)
where the coefficients Al and the 2D solution u˜l (l = 0, 1, . . . , 8) are set as
Al =
{
αl 0 ≤ l ≤ 4,
αl+2 5 ≤ l ≤ 8, u˜l =
{
ul 0 ≤ l ≤ 4,
ul+2 5 ≤ l ≤ 8.
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Fig. 4. 2D subproblem in plane relaxation.
Fig. 5. Coarse grid of the 2D subproblem in plane relaxation.
The nine-point computational stencil for the (x, y)- and (y, z)-planes can be generated like Eq. (5) similarly, but the indices
of the 3D grid points for those corresponding 2D grid points are different.
Plane relaxation is considered in the multigrid literature to have poor numerical and parallel properties because it needs
to solve a large number of 2D subproblems. However, it is shown in [25] that an exact solution of the 2D subproblems for
planes is not needed and that one multigrid cycle is sufficient if we use a multigrid method as the inner 2D solver. This
behavior has also been reported by other researchers in [27,28].
We would like to mention here that if we use a geometric multigrid method as the inner 2D solver to solve the 3D
convection–diffusion equation with variable coefficients, for some 2D planes, we are not able to compute the full coefficient
matrix for their coarse grids. For example, in Fig. 5, we consider a 5× 5× 5 3D grid. The 19 black color grid points are the
coarse-grid points that are needed for plane y = 2 to compute its nine-point computational stencil by Eq. (5). In comparison,
the 19 gray color grid points are the coarse-grid points needed for plane y = 1.We note that plane y = 1 needs some coarse-
grid points from plane y = −1, which is not in the 3D cube, to generate its coarse-grid coefficient matrix for solving the 2D
subproblem. Due to these drawbacks, we can only use the multigrid method as the inner 2D solver in plane relaxation for
solving a 3D convection–diffusion equation with constant coefficients. If we rewrite Eq. (2) by using constant coefficients p,
q, and r , the coefficients for each plane along the same direction are the same. For plane y = 1 in Fig. 5, we do not need the
additional information from plane y = −1, because every plane along the y-direction has the same coarse-grid coefficients.
In order to keep the optimal convergence rate, for the inner 2D multigrid solver, we use an alternating line relaxation
smoother in the 2D V-Cycle because the 2D subproblem may still have a high convection operator or anisotropy.
3.3. Residual scaling
From [17,29,30], we also know that merely using line relaxation in the standard multigrid method still cannot give us
fast convergence for convection-dominated 2D problems with relatively large Reynolds number. One simple approach is
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Table 1
Maximum errors, CPU time (seconds) and the number of iterations of the FOC and SOC schemes for Problem 1 with Re = 0.
h FOC point SOC point
# iter CPU Error Order # iter CPU Error Order
1/8 11 0.004 2.04e−3 4.2 (8, 11), 33 0.005 1.55e−3 5.0
1/16 12 0.031 1.09e−4 4.1 (11, 12), 42 0.051 4.90e−5 5.4
1/32 12 0.281 6.29e−6 4.0 (12, 12), 44 0.617 1.15e−6 5.8
1/64 12 2.412 3.76e−7 4.0 (12, 11), 43 6.234 2.14e−8 5.8
Table 2
Maximum errors, CPU time (seconds) and the number of iterations of the FOC and SOC schemes for Problem 1 with Re = 10.
h FOC point SOC point
# iter CPU Error Order # iter CPU Error Order
1/8 12 0.004 2.55e−3 4.0 (9, 12), 35 0.006 1.95e−3 5.0
1/16 13 0.032 1.41e−4 4.1 (12, 13), 46 0.056 6.13e−5 5.5
1/32 13 0.291 8.18e−6 4.1 (13, 12), 47 0.637 1.40e−6 5.8
1/64 12 2.397 4.90e−7 4.1 (12, 12), 44 6.531 2.56e−8 5.7
to properly scale the residual before it is projected to the coarse grid. We believe that this approach combined with plane
relaxation can build amore efficient and scalable solver for 3D convection–diffusion equations with large Reynolds number.
The residual scaling procedure at the grid point (xi, yj, zk) is like
r˜i,j,k = βri,j,k.
Here, ri,j,k is the computed residual at the grid point (xi, yj, zk), r˜i,j,k is the residual after scaling, and β is a user input scaling
factor to scale the residual. Readers are referred to [7,30] for more details about how to choose the correct scaling factor. In
this paper, we only list the optimal numerical results we got by testing different scaling factors.
4. Numerical experiments
In our numerical experiments, we tested the sixth-order compact (SOC) scheme and compared the results with those
using the standard fourth-order compact (FOC) scheme. All computations were done on one processor of an IBMHS21 blade
cluster at the University of Kentucky using the Fortran 77 programming language. The processor has 2 GB local memory and
runs at 2.0 GHz.
The domainΩ for the two test problemswe solvedwas chosen as the unit cube (0, 1)3.We tested twoproblemswith both
constant and variable coefficients. We chose Problem 1with variable coefficients, so we could not use plane relaxation with
an inner multigrid 2D solver. We verified that it was sufficient to use the standard point Gauss–Seidel relaxation smoother
to solve the 3D convection–diffusion equation efficiently with relatively small Reynolds number and its efficiency was
degraded when the Reynolds number increased. For Problem 2with constant coefficients, we tested the plane Gauss–Seidel
relaxation smoother with some large Reynolds numbers, and compared the results with those using the point relaxation
smoother.
We used the standard V(1,1) cycle in the multiscale multigrid method. The initial guess for the V-Cycle on the 4h grid
was the zero vector. The stopping criteria for the operator-based interpolation and the V-Cycle on the 2h and h grids were
10−10. The errors reported were the maximum absolute errors over the discrete grid of the finest level. For the SOCmethod,
the number of iterations is made up of three parts. They are the number of V-Cycles forΩ2h, the number of V-Cycles forΩh,
and the number of iterations for the iterative interpolation combined with the Richardson extrapolation.
4.1. Test problem 1
The first test problem is
u(x, y, z) = cos(4x+ 6y+ 8z),
p(x, y, z) = Re sin y sin z cos x,
q(x, y, z) = Re sin x sin z cos y,
r(x, y, z) = Re sin x sin y cos z.
This problem has variable coefficients and the constant Re represents the magnitude of the convection coefficients and
simulates the Reynolds number in a flow simulation. Dirichlet boundary conditions and the forcing term f are set to satisfy
the exact solution.
We tested the first problem using a point relaxation smoother for small to relatively large values of the Reynolds number
(Re ≤ 105). The numerical results are listed in Tables 1–3.
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Table 3
Maximum errors, CPU time (seconds) and the number of iterations of the FOC and SOC schemes for Problem 1 with Re = 105 .
h FOC point SOC point
# iter CPU Error Order # iter CPU Error Order
1/8 51 0.009 8.40e−2 2.0 (18, 53), 67 0.014 7.24e−2 2.7
1/16 158 0.262 1.97e−2 2.1 (53, 149), 139 0.232 1.18e−2 2.9
1/32 521 7.847 4.77e−3 2.0 (150, 505), 276 7.463 1.57e−3 3.0
1/64 Not converge – – – Not converge – – –
Table 4
Maximum errors, CPU time (seconds) and the number of iterations of Problem 2 using plane relaxation and point relaxation smoothers with Re = 107 .
h Strategy Point relaxation Plane relaxation
# iter CPU Error Order # iter CPU Error Order
1/8 FOC 52 0.009 6.10e−2 2.1 8 0.017 6.10e−2 2.1SOC (16, 51), 55 0.010 5.18e−2 2.7 (4, 8), 55 0.019 5.18e−2 2.7
1/16 FOC 164 0.262 1.41e−2 2.1 17 0.320 1.41e−2 2.1SOC (51, 164), 74 0.294 7.96e−3 3.0 (10, 16), 74 0.389 7.96e−3 3.0
1/32 FOC 500 7.621 3.36e−3 2.0 26 4.852 3.36e−3 2.0SOC (164, 472), 79 7.808 1.01e−3 3.3 (16, 26), 79 3.247 1.01e−3 3.3
1/64 FOC Not converge – – – 46 70.073 8.21e−4 2.0SOC Not converge – – – (26, 45), 81 80.787 1.06e−4 3.2
Table 1 contains the numerical results for Problem 1 when Re = 0, which reduces it to the 3D Poisson equation. In all
tables, the column heading # iter refers to the number of iterations; CPU refers to the CPU cost in seconds; Error refers to
the maximum absolute error; Order refers to the order of accuracy for the computed solution.
We noted that, with the point relaxation smoother, both the SOC scheme and the FOC scheme solved Problem 1 with
optimal grid-independent convergence rate. The order of the computed solution from the SOC scheme was close to 6 as we
expected and was higher than that from the FOC scheme. In terms of computational cost with the same mesh size h, the
FOC scheme was faster because it only ran a standard multigrid V-Cycle and the SOC scheme needed to run the multiscale
multigrid method and the operator-based interpolation scheme. For the computed solution accuracy, the SOC scheme was
more accurate than the FOC scheme for every mesh size we tested; this can be seen from Table 1.
When we chose Re = 10, it was clear from Table 2 that our SOC scheme still yielded a sixth-order solution accuracy for
small Reynolds number though therewas a slight increase in the number of iterations as Rewas increased and ourmultiscale
multigrid method still kept the grid-independent convergence rate. Similar behavior was observed for the FOC scheme.
The numerical results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that using the point relaxation smoother was sufficient to solve the 3D
convection–diffusion equation with relatively small Reynolds numbers. However, the data in Table 3 show that when the
magnitude of the Reynolds number was large enough (Re = 105), the iterative convergence and the computed accuracy
were severely degraded. The solution methods for both the FOC and the SOC schemes did not obtain grid-independent
convergence. They took hundreds ofmultigrid cycles to convergewhen h ≤ 1/32 and did not convergewithin themaximum
number of iterations (1000) we set when h = 1/64.
4.2. Test problem 2
For test problem 2, we chose constant coefficients with large Reynolds number as{
u(x, y, z) = cos(4x+ 6y+ 8z),
p(x, y, z) = q(x, y, z) = r(x, y, z) = Re.
We used both point and plane relaxation smoothers in the multiscale multigrid method to solve this problem.
We tested this problem with a very large Reynolds number (Re = 107), and the reported numerical results are listed
in Table 4. We noted that the accuracy of the solutions computed by the multigrid method using the plane relaxation
smoother and the point relaxation smoother was comparable. As regards the CPU cost with the same mesh size, the point
relaxation method was faster than the plane relaxation method when h ≤ 1/16; that was because the plane relaxation
needed to run a large number of 2D V-Cycles. When the mesh became finer, the number of iterations of the point relaxation
method increased very quickly and it did not converge when h = 1/64. On the other hand, the number of iterations of
the plane relaxation method was almost stable with respect to the mesh size. For better understanding, we plotted the
graphic comparison of the number of iterations for different relaxation smoothers in Fig. 6. It was clear that the multigrid
method using the plane relaxation smoother took many fewer iterations than using the point relaxation smoother, and
grid-independent convergence was maintained when the mesh became finer.
Table 5 contains the test results with various Re and fixed mesh size h = 1/32. Computations were reported for the
FOC and the SOC schemes using the plane relaxation smoother. We note that the magnitude of the Reynolds number (Re)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the number of iterations of the FOC scheme for solving Problem 2 using plane relaxation and point relaxation (Re = 107). Each
symbol corresponds to an increasing fine grid: 8, 16, 32, and 64 intervals.
Table 5
Maximum errors, CPU time (seconds) and the number of iterations of Problem 2 using the plane smoother with different Re.
Re(h = 1/32) FOC plane relaxation SOC plane relaxation
# iter CPU Error # iter CPU Error
0 6 1.062 6.29e−6 (6, 6), 45 1.482 1.15e−6
1 7 1.234 3.48e−5 (6, 6), 45 1.693 1.24e−6
102 12 2.109 4.84e−4 (10, 12), 48 2.925 2.87e−4
104 28 4.854 3.36e−3 (16, 26), 79 5.337 1.01e−3
105 26 4.518 3.36e−3 (16, 26), 79 5.349 1.01e−3
106 26 4.489 3.36e−3 (16, 26), 79 5.335 1.01e−3
107 26 4.455 3.36e−3 (16, 26), 79 5.367 1.01e−3
1010 26 4.492 3.36e−3 (16, 26), 79 5.402 1.01e−3
affected the convergence and the computed solution accuracy of both schemes inversely. The SOC scheme yielded better
solution accuracy than the FOC schemewith every Re value we tested.When Re > 104, there was only a little change for the
solution accuracy and the number of iterations for both the FOC and the SOC schemes. We believed that the convergence
rate and the number of iterations approached some limits and did not deteriorate any more when Re was beyond certain
large values.
5. Concluding remarks
We extended the sixth-order compact finite difference scheme for solving 2D convection–diffusion equations [15] to 3D
problems. Our numerical results indicated that the SOC scheme is more cost-effective than the FOC scheme in producing
solutions with comparable accuracy and that the order of solution accuracy from the SOC scheme is higher than that from
the FOC scheme.
It is worth pointing out that our solution method can be applied to solve general 3D convection–diffusion equations
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, but there is still a lot of work that needs to be done to develop a useful method
that can be applied to real-world problems. For example, if a problem involves a derivative boundary conditions such as
Neumann boundary conditions, a one-sided finite difference approximation for the derivative can be used [31]. For PDE
problems with nonsmooth coefficients, the multigrid method converges slowly when the coefficients exhibit large jumps
in discontinuity [32,20,33] or large oscillations [34,35], and the benefits of employing high-order compact schemes and
Richardson extrapolation are mostly or completely lost. Special techniques like semicoarsening, the algebraic multigrid
method, and frequency decomposition [36,37] can be used to solve these types of PDEs. For PDEs with irregular domains,
finite elementmethodsmay bemore suitable to handle these cases. Special finite difference discretizationmethods can also
be used, like Sun’s fourth-order scheme on face-centered cubic grids [38]. We are also concernedwith some problems in the
field of computational fluid dynamics exhibiting local solution behaviors that require higher-level resolution in one area of
the domain than in others. Higher-level resolution may be computed by using local mesh refinement techniques [39,40].
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